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      Start Dating For Free Today

      Our aim at FreeAndSingle is simple. To help you find dates, romances, friendships and long-term relationships in a safe, fun and secure environment. With so many members near you, you're never far from your next date on FreeAndSingle. Join free today, upload your profile and start free dating now…

      Meet Local Singles
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    Why freeandsingle.com:
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      Meet Likeminded Singles
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     53:47% Male:Female split
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   Safe, Secure & Fun!

 

 




    FreeAndSingle is founded and run by a husband-and-wife team who met online and were passionate about improving people’s online dating experience. The site was founded on core values that we think everybody wants to live by: honesty, openness, great value for money, and lots of fun in a safe, secure environment. This is what makes FreeAndSingle special:  

    	We have an active database of members that is constantly changing. FreeAndSingle has seen wonderful success in the years since we launched, because we give our members a quality and valued service. Inside, you will find members from all across the UK, and we are confident you will make new connections fast, and completely free. 
	We have a healthy split between men and women. The split between men and women on FreeAndSingle is 53% men, and 47% women. With us, you have a much better chance of finding likeminded members than most free dating sites. 
	We actively work to prevent fraud, time wasters & scammers. Our technology and Customer Services team monitor all profiles that enter the site. This ensures we have the right kind of singles using our free dating site, and we keep the scammers and fraudsters at bay. 
	We are always trying to improve our Customer Support. We have a dedicated Customer Services team based here in the UK, and you can contact them by email whenever you have any queries about dating, your account, or our services in general.  
	We offer the best free online dating service available. On FreeAndSingle, you can join, set up your profile, browse and like users totally for free. When it comes to getting in touch and using our other services, that’s completely free too! So there’s nothing standing in the way of you meeting that next special someone. Getting going is simple. Join by filling in our super-fast registration form, upload a photo, complete your profile, and start making new connections today.  


  







Top Cities for  Online Dating:
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What our members say:
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“Thankyou so much, it's a great site I've just met someone, so no longer need it. Best...”



Dating Success Stories: We Want Your Say!
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“Hi I met Jackie through the web site. I sent her a message first and we got chatting....”



Jon & Jackie
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“We're really enjoying each others company. It's all been wonderful!”



Clare
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“I'd have signed up sooner! Jon was online for a month before I was - imagine if someo...”



Jenny
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“We seemed to 'click' during chats and after a week we took the plunge and decided to ...”



Andrea
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